OVERHEAD SAFETY LIFTER Model FDL-OSL
The new Overhead Safety Lifter is designed to safely lift drums and environmental packages of wire overhead by attaching to Wire Wizard® drum and skid dollies. Each lifter includes the lifting device, heavy duty chains and adapter kit for drum and skid dollies. Fork lift adapter sold separately.

Product Features
► Safely lifts drums or environmental packs overhead by attaching to Wire Wizard® Drum & Skid Dollies
► Ideal for overhead welding applications where drums are above the cell
► Compatible with the following Wire Wizard® drum & skid dollies: FDD-21-12, FDD-24-12, FDD-26-12, WWSD & FDD-OP
► 1500 lbs (680 kg) lifting capacity
► Required for lifting drums over 10” (254mm) off the floor

ENVIRONMENTAL PACK SKID DOLLY Model WWSD
Capable of handling up to 1000 pounds, this dolly can be used with all drums/boxes on skids or pallets measuring 27 inches square or smaller. Four solid Textite roller bearing wheels make transporting a drum simple. Can be assembled in a lip up or lip down configuration depending on customer needs. Call customer service for larger pallet sizes.

Specifications
Deck Ht: 4.5” (114.3mm)  Capacity: 1000 lbs (453kg)
Dimensions: 5” (127mm) H x 27.5” (698.5mm) L x 27.5” (698.5mm) W
Weight: 38 lbs (17.24kg)

DRUM DOLLIES & CARTS
Product Features
► Designed to easily move fiber drums & environmental packages
► Strict quality standards guarantee years of service
► Solid Textite roller bearing wheels resist wear for added life
► 1000 LBS (453 kg) capacity

HEAVY DUTY 26” (660MM) DRUM DOLLIES
FDD-26-12  26” [660mm] Diameter Dolly

FDSC
HEAVY DUTY DRUM STAGING CART

FDL-OSL
OVERHEAD SAFETY LIFTER

FDD-MD
UNIVERSAL DRUM DOLLY (25” max)
Compatible with round, square & octagon wire drums up to 25” [635mm] in diameter. Use FDD-26-12 or WWSD for 26” packages.

Setup for drums between 21”-25”

Setup for drums 21” & under

WWSD
PALLET (SKID) DOLLY
DRUM LIFTER Model FDL
- Spring loaded clamp design holds drum firmly in place
- For fiber or steel drums (chimed only)
- Accepts diameters from 18.5" to 26" (470mm to 660.4mm)
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

NOTE: Drum rim must be within 1" (25.4 mm) of the top of the drum. Content weight must not exceed the drum manufacturers' packing limit. Drums must be closed with lids properly sealed. Not for lifting over 10" (254mm) high.

FORK LIFT ADAPTER Model FDL-FA
Safety Features
- Adjustable T-handle keeps adapter from sliding off fork
- Safety style clasp secures adapter to drum lifter
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

DRUM SHARK DRUM LIFTER Model FDL-C
- Lifts both chimeless and chimed fiber drums
- Four locking jaws firmly “bite” the drum without causing damage
- Accepts 20" to 26" (508 to 660mm) diameters inc. Accu-Trak® & Marathon Pak®
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

ISO DRUM LIFTER (ADJUSTABLE) Model FDL-HS
- Easily attaches to chimeless ISO drums with straps or handles
- Accepts 20" to 26" (508 to 660mm) drum diameters including Accu-Pak® and Marathon Pak®
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

21" DRUM LIFTER (NON-ADJUSTABLE) Model FDL-21-12
- Our most affordable drum lifter
- Accepts 20" to 21" (508 to 533mm) drum diameters
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

24" DRUM LIFTER (NON-ADJUSTABLE) Model FDL-24-12
- Accepts 23" to 24" (584 to 610mm) drum diameters
- 1200 lbs (544 kg) capacity

*Drum lifter load test certifications are available on our website at www.wire-wizard.com